GAMMA
GAMING CHAIRS
AVAILABLE IN 6 COLORS

GAMMA SERIES

GAMING CHAIRS

WHAT’S
YOUR STYLE?
We all have different preferences
and we want to offer you exactly
what you want. This is why we
have 6 variations within this model,
to really suit your needs.
With 2 special editions: a Black
Carbon SE in which we applied
some styled fabric patches on
selected areas for that special
look and feel; and a White / Pink SE
with that extra girl power.

BUILT TO LAST
Our gaming chairs are built with quality and
durability in mind. Considering those principles,
we equipped our chairs with a solid metal frame
and a sturdy and reliable class 4 gas lift.

SIT BACK,
RELAX AND ENJOY!
Pull the lever located on the side, tilt back and relax!
The backrest allows a positioning adjustment up to
180 degrees. Enjoy a live stream, a movie or simply
take a nap after a long gaming session!

GAMMA SERIES

GAMING CHAIRS

ADJUSTABLE
ARM RESTS
Ergonomics is one of our major concerns.
We made the arm rests easily height adjustable,
to suit everyone's bodily structure.

REMOVABLE
CUSHIONS
All our gaming chairs come with two included
cushions: a head cushion and a lumbar cushion.
If you want a more straight and upright sitting
position, remove the cushions. If you want to be
more relaxed and comfy, install the cushions.
It's as simple as that.

SPECIFICATIONS
Supported weight: 150 Kg (max)
Lift: Class 4 gas lift
Filling: Moderate density foam
Chair height adjustment: 9 cm
Backrest adjustment angle: 180° position (max)
Arm rest height adjustment: 8 cm
Chair weight: 23.8 Kg
Materials: Metal, plastic, faux leather, foam
DIMENSIONS
A: 54cm
B: 52cm
C: 42cm
D: 29cm (minimum height) – 37cm (maximum height)
E: 79cm
F: 57cm
G: 45cm (minimum height) – 54cm (maximum height)

MODEL

SKU

Black / Blue
Black / Red

EAN

GROSS WEIGHT

CARTON

AGGAMMA-BK-BL

5600413202715

27.6 Kg

83x65x32cm

AGGAMMA-BK-R

5600413202722

27.6 Kg

83x65x32cm

Black / White

AGGAMMA-BK-W

5600413202739

27.6 Kg

83x65x32cm

Black / Orange

AGGAMMA-BK-O

5600413202746

27.6 Kg

83x65x32cm

Black / Carbon

AGGAMMA-BK-C

5600413202753

27.6 Kg

83x65x32cm

White / Pink

AGGAMMA-W-PK

5600413202814

27.6 Kg

83x65x32cm

